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The Atlanta Hawks plan to file a game protest after the shot clock failed to reset in the final two minutes of their 106-101

loss in Cleveland on Wednesday night.

After Cleveland's Mo Williams shot an air ball with 1:56 left and the Cavs trailing 99-98, the Cleveland scoring crew

failed to reset the shot clock to 24 seconds. Mike Bibby dribbled across halfcourt and passed to Josh Smith, who lost

the ball in the lane as the abbreviated shot clock was winding down. The Cavs went back the other way and scored on

Anderson Varejao's putback of a Williams miss to take a 100-99 lead with 1:31 left. The Cavs eventually won on

Varejao's first career 3-pointer, which made it 104-101 with 17.2 seconds left. The shot was reviewed and correctly

upheld via replay, which confirmed that Varejao had both feet behind the 3-point line.

UPDATE: Here's the YouTube clip of the shot-clock sequence so you can decide for yourself whether the Hawks have a

case.

The Hawks were involved in the rare instance when a game protest was granted by the league office stemming from

their 117-111 overtime victory over Miami on Dec. 19, 2007. Commissioner David Stern found that the Hawks' scoring

crew had incorrectly disqualified Miami's Shaquille O'Neal for his sixth personal foul, when in fact, it was only his fifth.

The teams had to replay the final 51.9 seconds of the game, and the Hawks were fined $50,000 for violating NBA rules.

The teams replayed the end of the protested game on March 8, 2008 -- without O'Neal, who'd been traded to Phoenix

by that point. Neither team scored in the replayed 51.9 seconds, and it went in the books as a 114-111 Atlanta victory.

It was the first game protest granted by the NBA since 1982.

Teams protesting regular season games have 48 hours to file the protest with the league office. The other team then

has five business days to contest the protest, and the league office has five business days from that point to render a

decision, according to NBA procedures. As in the Hawks-Heat scenario, if the protest is granted, the remedy would be

to replay the end of the game from the point when the scoring error occurred.

UPDATE: It's difficult to predict how the NBA will handle this protest, but the Hawks clearly have an uphill battle

considering how rarely they are granted. 

The league came down on the Hawks for the O'Neal situation, in part, because the error was not corrected once the

stat crew pointed it out. On one hand, the shot-clock sequence Wednesday night came at a critical juncture in the game

-- the very moment when momentum swung to the Cavs' favor. On the other, it seems unrealistic to think that

possession could change nearly 200 times in a basketball game without some type of clock error. And in this case, the

Hawks would've had a better case if they'd gotten off a quality shot on the trip in question. Smith simply lost the ball in

traffic, and it wasn't evident that he was in a hurry or was even aware of the shot clock situation. 

The NBA clearly doesn't want to open the floodgates for protests that would muddle the schedule with do-overs. But

with awareness so high about getting every call correct, it's hard to ignore an error that very well might have affected the

outcome of a game.
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error
Ken, do you think the protest will be accepted or denied? I think it's important considering

how close the East is, that this call be looked at. I mean, it totally changed the

complection of this game.
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)
I would hope that the NBA would replay the game. But knowing how they are about

replays, it won't be replayed.
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)
Note to all coaching staff members and NBA-level players, particularly PG's. If your team

is coming across half court, and their are only 12 seconds left on the clock, please alert

the officials as something may be wrong.
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)
This is ridiculous in my opinion.  First, it was an error.  But, there wasn't a violation called

(it was a turnover driving to the basket), noone complained until afterward and if Josh

Smith doesn't lose the ball and, in fact, scores would anyone have protested?  It's not as

if that couldn't have happened if there were 5 extra seconds on the shot clock.  This is a

team which blew a huge lead in a tight race looking for someone to blame instead of just

stating that the mistake in question had nothing to do with why they lost.
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)

There is no question that there w as a bad call w ith the shot clock.    How ever, the fault here lies

w ith the Haw ks..they should have taken the shot-clock violation and prior to the Cavs inbounding the

ball, they should have addressed the issue w ith the refs.    They w ould have review ed it and reset

the clock w ith the appropriate amount of time.     It's called keeping your head in the game and being

aw are of your surroundings and situation at all times.    If  Woodson w asn't so busy complaining to

the refs constantly he w ould have seen w hat w as going on and taken care of it before it became an

issue.    The Haw ks w ill lose this appeal as they should
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)
Watched the replay, CLEARLY no sense of urgency with the Hawks offensive set, Smith

nonchalantly gave it up to Bibby who then took his time and dished to Smith who attacked

the rim and lost it...afterwards, Smith sluggishly walked up the court almost defeated over

the fact he turned it over...to me it looked like the Hawks were in their set, whether there

was 5 secs left on the clock or 15, the plan was for Smith to attack the rim and he did and

lost the ball, there wasn't a sense of urgency or rush at all...even after he turns it over,

Smith didn't raise up his hands and complain or even go to the ref or point at the shot

clock or ne thing...IMO he had no idea how many secs were left on the clock, and is that

so hard to believe when players constantly turn the ball over because they weren't aware

of the shot clock?

The Hawks are worse than the banks looking for a bailout...they had a 17pt lead in the

3rd and blew it, now theyre grasping at straws...if I were them, I'd be asking myself how

did we blow a 17pt when we call ourselves an elite team? even after the shot clock

incident, they still had a chance to win, they had the lead! 

Replay from that moment on? I think not, what negate Varejao's first 3, heck no!

The Hawks need to man up and admit that they blew it and move on, this talk of a protest

isn't going to change a thing and a waste of time...had Smith even gotten a shot off (let

alone made it), things might be different, if he made it there wouldnt be an issue at all,

total BS on behalf of the Hawks...
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Hawks plan to protest shot clock error (UPDATE)
There was clearly a shot clock error but it did not change the complexion  of the game. 

The Hawks turned the ball over on a sloppy play.  The coach then tried to blame the shot

clock to erase their mistake.  The Hawks were not rushing a shot to beat the shot clock! 

Smith was driving to the basket and lost the ball, period.  I can see if they rushed a shot

based on the clock but they clearly did not.  The were running their one-on-one offense

they used the entire game and lost the ball.
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